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Abstract— In some Cases,where cylindrical objects are used, some places require  a proper notch so that welding at that place is perfect-

ly done.To get a perfect notch different machines are used,in some machines, operations are done  by using plasma,but here we have 

tried to reduce the cost of plasma cutting by using an electrode arc for the cutting/notching. Vee notches in tube, particularly square 

tube, may be cut so deep as to cut almost through the tube: three sides of a square tube. This then allows torner, usually finished by 

welding. 

 

          Index Terms—  Cam mechanism;Cylindrical Objects;Electrode Arc;Notch Cutting   

——————————      —————————— 

INTRODUCTION                                                                     

otching is a low-cost process, particularly for its low  
tooling costs with a small range of standard punch-
es.The speed of notching is usually limited by manual 

handling when loading the workpieces into the press. Piec-
es some feet long may be manually loaded into a single-
stroke press. Smaller pieces are still generally hand-fed, 
limiting speeds to perhaps 100 strokes / minute. It is an 
operation of removing a small part of metal sheet of de-
sired shape from edge of metal sheet. 
 

MECHANISM  

Depending upon the diameter of tube of pipe on which pro-
filehas to be generated,the cam is designed.In cam the de-
signed   angle of notch & depth is been taken into ac-
count.If the diameter of the pipe changes a 90 degree,an 
adjustable  arm depends on the changes in diameter.The 
roller follower traces the path of cam & develops the re-
quired profile.The roller is designed in such a way that it  
adjusts itself on the edges. There is a spring attached in 
the adjustable arm so that it gets a forward & backward 
motion .This mechanism basically works on the profilic 
design, so as we design the profile for cam, the cam will 
follow that part & cut that desired notch.Notch cutting for 
some materials take a dig as some materials have differ-
ent cutting properties as Hardness,Toughness etc. Notch 
wear at the cut line is also a serious problem during the 
matching of high-austenitic stainless steels.We always 
take care for the cutting process as the wear condition 
doesnt just eradicate but surely is reduced with in-
creased efficiency. The critical point where the finished 
notch seems to be related to factors such as transverse 
stress & temperature distribution & chemical interac-
tion.Thus the progress of notch has often been the local-

ised shear region of the chip & the exposed binder phase 
of the tool.  

 

MOTOR &PULLEY 

Initially,we tested using a motor from car wipers but after 

some test we preferred an AC motor from car wipers  hav-

ing the potential of moving both on right & on left.Then we 

connected the motor with a potentiometer to regulate the 

speed of its rotation & with a switch that chooses the rota-

tion of the direction as well as the activation of the mo-

tor.So as the motor is ON the perforated shaft rotates on 

the direction we want & as the speed we wish. After we 

have achieved our goal uptill this,we put an aluminium 

flange lined with linear bearing at the front side of the per-

forated shaft.The linear bearing is used for ensuring a for-

ward & backward move in our machine. 

N 
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OPERATION  

In our setup as the motor is started,due to rotation of the 

shaft the flange attached to the holder rotates & it rotates 

according to cam profile required for the notch.There are 

also linear bearing which helps in forward & backward 

movement,using these bearings, we managed to make a 

basis for the electrode arc cutter.In specific, our system is 

known as a ‘pantograph’.So thus  the electrode arc cutter is 

spinning around the tube following the pantograph and 

removing the material that should be removed.It should be 

noted that without the pantograph, our machine cuts in a 

straight line and if it is needed to cut in an angle, the incli-

nation for cutting is chosen according to the direction of 

clamp’s rotation. 

 
CUTTING ELECTRODE 

 

For this setup we have used electrode arc as a cutting  tool.In 
arc cutting the electrode is the most important parame-
ter.Here we have used non consumable electrode for cut-
ting.So using this our cutting cost has been reduced. This 
below table shows the electrode type with weiding or cut-
ting currents. 

 

 

FUTURE PLANS 

 

We can make changes where errors are found.We can change 
the pantograph with a new & desired design & due to this 
we can get different notches.We are also looking for more 
rpm motor due to that the notchning process will progress 
faster,increasing the cutting speed.  

CONCLUSION 

The advantages of our construction are multiple.For 
example it can cut tubes of a large diameter compared to 
other kinds of machines that are not capable of that.It can 
also cut straight angles & various shapes according to the 
guiding ring of the pantograph.It is portable & light in 
weight.Its major advantage is its cost as it is much less 
comparing to other machines like CNC. It is also capable  
to cut round flanges & also different notches by using  
different clamps.  
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